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Vaccination of a Melanoma Patient with Mature Dendritic Cells Pulsed with MAGE-3 Peptides Triggers the Activity of Nonvaccine Anti-Tumor Cells

Javier Carrasco,* Aline Van Pel,* Bart Neyns,† Bernard Lethé,* Francis Brasseur,* Nicolina Renkvist,* Pierre van der Bruggen,* Nicolas van Baren,* Robert Paulus,§ Kris Thielemans,‡ Thierry Boon,* and Danièle Godelaine3*

We previously characterized the CTL response of a melanoma patient who experienced tumor regression following vaccination with an ALVAC virus coding for a MAGE-A3 Ag. Whereas anti-vaccine CTL were rare in the blood and inside metastases of this patient, anti-tumor CTL recognizing other tumor Ags, mainly MAGE-C2, were 100 times more frequent in the blood and considerably enriched in metastases following vaccination. In this study we report the analysis of the CTL response of a second melanoma patient who showed a mixed tumor response after vaccination with dendritic cells pulsed with two MAGE-A3 antigenic peptides presented, respectively, by HLA-A1 and HLA-DP4. Anti-MAGE-3.A1 CD8 and anti-MAGE-3.DP4 CD4 T cells became detectable in the blood after vaccination at a frequency of \( \sim 10^{-5} \) among the CD8 or CD4 T cells, respectively, and they were slightly enriched in slowly progressing metastases. Additional anti-tumor CTL were present in the blood at a frequency of \( 2 \times 10^{-4} \) among the CD8 T cells and, among these, an anti-MAGE-C2 CTL clone was detected only following vaccination and was enriched by \( >1,000 \)-fold in metastases relative to the blood. The striking similarity of these results with our previous observations further supports the hypothesis that the induction of a few anti-vaccine T cells may prime or restimulate additional anti-tumor T cell clones that are mainly responsible for the tumor regression. The Journal of Immunology, 2008, 180: 3585–3593.

The molecular identification of the genes encoding tumor-specific Ags recognized by T cells has led to their use as therapeutic vaccines against cancer. However, when applied to metastatic melanoma patients with detectable tumors, these vaccinations with defined tumor Ags have to date produced only modest results in terms of clinical responses (1–5). We vaccinated such patients with MAGE-A3 Ags using various modalities such as the MAGE-A3\(^{168,176}\) peptide presented by HLA-A1 (MAGE-3.A1), the MAGE-A3 protein with adjuvant, and a recombinant ALVAC poxvirus coding for MAGE-3.A1 (6–9). Of a total of 160 patients treated in these various studies, eight showed complete or partial clinical responses and 19 additional patients showed some evidence of tumor regression, usually mixed responses. An anti-vaccine T cell response was observed in most of the regressing patients vaccinated with ALVAC-MAGE-3.A1 or with dendritic cells (DC)\(^4\) pulsed with the MAGE-3.A1 peptide (10, 11). But the frequency of anti-vaccine CD8 T cells observed in the blood of these patients was usually \( <10^{-5} \) among the CD8 T cells.

We wondered how such a very low number of anti-MAGE-A3 T cells could be responsible for tumor regression and examined the possibility that these T cells were highly concentrated within metastases. In the course of these studies, we also evaluated the total number of T cells present in the blood that were capable of being stimulated by autologous tumor cells and lysing these tumor cells. Such “anti-tumor” T cells were present in all metastatic melanoma patients at frequencies of \( \sim 10^{-3} \), well above the frequencies of the anti-vaccine T cells (12). Moreover, we observed that these anti-tumor T cells were already present in the blood of these patients at similar frequencies before vaccination. We analyzed in detail the frequency of anti-tumor and anti-vaccine CD8 T cells in the blood and inside metastases of one of these patients. Patient EB81, who was vaccinated with ALVAC-MAGE-3.A1, showed regression of all skin metastases and underwent resection of an invaded lymph node (13). The frequency of anti-MAGE-3.A1 CD8 T cells in the blood was lower than \( 10^{-7} \) before immunization and rose to \( 2.5 \times 10^{-6} \) (1/400,000) afterward. The anti-tumor CD8 T cells had a frequency of \( 3 \times 10^{-4} \) in the blood before vaccination and \( 3 \times 10^{-3} \) afterward. Most of the anti-tumor T cells observed after vaccination were directed against Ags that were not the vaccine Ag, many being encoded by the gene MAGE-C2, which belongs to the
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A Clinical evolution

B Frequencies in the blood

C Diversity in the blood

FIGURE 1. Frequency and diversity of anti-vaccine and anti-tumor T cells in the blood of patient LB2586. A, Clinical evolution of the patient. NED, No evidence of disease. B, Frequencies of anti-vaccine and anti-tumor T cells. Circles refer to frequencies based on in vitro cultures (MLPC), squares refer to frequencies based on clonotypic PCR. All evaluations were conducted under limiting dilution conditions and details are given in Tables I and II. The asterisk (*) indicates that the value is based on a single positive group in the limiting dilution analysis. The frequencies of anti-MAGE-3.A1 CTL and anti-tumor CTL are referred to total blood CD8 T cells, while the frequencies of anti-MAGE-3.DP4 T cells are referred to total blood CD4 T cells. C, Diversity of anti-vaccine (top panel) and anti-tumor (bottom panel) T cells. T cell clones derived from individual microcultures are represented with different numbers (anti-vaccine) or letters (anti-tumor) corresponding to different TCR sequences. The occurrence of repeated clones is also indicated. The target Ag is mentioned; for some clones, it was not determined (ND).
same cancer-germline gene family as MAGE-A3. When we examined the frequency of anti-MAGE-3.A1 CD8 T cells in tumor deposits resected after several vaccinations, we observed a frequency of $\sim 1.5 \times 10^{-5}$, representing a modest 6-fold enrichment relative to frequency in the blood. As we observed that the ratio of intra-tumoral CD8 T cells to tumor cells was around 2%, we concluded that having >10⁶ tumor cells for one anti-vaccine T cell made it almost inconceivable that the latter could be responsible for its own for the observed tumor rejection. In contrast, the anti-MAGE-C2 anti-tumor T cells showed a considerable enrichment in the tumor, with one clonotype constituting almost 10% of the CD8 T cells in the tumor. Altogether, the specific anti-tumor T cells accounted for at least 30% of the T cells present in the tumor. In the progressing metastases that had been resected before vaccination, we also observed a significant enrichment of various anti-tumor T cell clonotypes, suggesting that the anti-tumor T cells present in the tumor before vaccination were in some state of anergy.

Our working hypothesis to explain these observations is as follows: we believe that melanoma patients mount a spontaneous anti-tumor T cell response well before they are vaccinated and that at one point these lymphocytes become anergic. In regressing patients like EB81, following vaccination a small number of anti-vaccine T cells invade tumor locations, destroy some tumor cells, and thereby induce a focal reversion of the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment. This enables the much more numerous anti-tumor T cells to become active. These cells then destroy the bulk of the tumor cells, resulting in tumor regression. Thus, the anti-vaccine T cells serve as a spark, inducing the stimulation of new clonotypes of anti-tumor T cells and possibly reawakening the anergic T cells that resulted from a previous response.

We investigated whether the observations made on patient EB81 could be extended to other patients. In this article we report an analysis of the T cell response of another patient vaccinated with DC pulsed with MAGE-A3 peptides that supports the notion that the main component of the anti-tumoral T cells located in the tumor are not T cells directed against the vaccine but other anti-tumoral T cells.

### Materials and Methods

#### Patient

Melanoma patient LB2586 (HLA-A*0101, A*2902, B*2705, B*4403, Cw*0202, Cw*1601, DRB1*07, DPB1*0401, DQB1*0201/02, and DQB1*0203) was included in a phase I/II study of autologous DC vaccination against the HLA-A1-restricted MAGE-A3 epitope conducted in the Department of Medical Oncology at the Universitair Ziekenhuis Brussel, Brussels, Belgium (protocol no. VUB-02-001). Patients were eligible if they presented with a cutaneous metastasis that were grown in the presence of irradiated IFN-γ-stimulated LB2586-MEL.B tumor cells and IL-2 (50 U/ml) (Chiron), IL-4 (3 ng/ml) (produced in our laboratory), and IL-7 (10 ng/ml) (R&D Systems). They were restimulated under the same conditions on days 7 and 14. On day 21, aliquots collected from each microculture were used as effector cells in a cytotoxicity assay; lysate microcultures were used to derive anti-tumor CTL clones that were grown in the presence of irradiated IFN-γ-stimulated LB2586-MEL.B cells, irradiated allogeneic LG2-EBV-transformed B cells as feeder cells, and cytokines.

#### Analysis of tumor-infiltrating T cells

Surgically resected cutaneous metastases were used as a source of TIL as described previously (26). To isolate anti-tumor CTL clones, we resorted to the same procedure as that used for analysis of blood anti-tumor T cells.

#### Cytotoxicity assay

Cytolytic activity was estimated in a chromium release assay as described previously (27). Briefly, CTL were mixed at various ratios with 1,000
Identification of the Ag recognized by anti-tumor CTL clones

COS-7 cells were cotransfected using the Lipofectamine method (Invitrogen Life Technologies) with a combination of two different plasmids. The first contained one of a series of the patient’s HLA class I alleles and the second contained one of a series of cDNA encoding known tumor Ags. After 24 h, transfected cells were incubated with the appropriate resting CTL clone and its activation was detected by measuring TNF-α released in the supernatant, as described (26).

TCR analysis of T cell clones

TCR-α and -β gene rearrangements of the T cell clones were amplified by RT-PCR using panels of Vα- and Vβ-specific upstream primers (28) and one fluorescently labeled downstream primer (Cα-HEX or Cβ-NED) and analyzed using an ABI PRISM 3100 genetic analyzer equipped with the GeneScan software (Applied Biosystems). PCR products were purified and sequenced using the BigDye Terminator sequencing ready reaction kit (Applied Biosystems) and the ABI PRISM 3100 genetic analyzer to obtain a complete identification of the CDR3 region.

Measurement of clonotype frequency in the blood

A clonotypic detection procedure was set up for anti-MAGE-3.A1 CTL clone 1 (TCR α- and β-chains), anti-MAGE-3.DP4 CD4 T cell clone 2 (TCR β-chain), and anti-MAGE-C2.B44 CTL clone A (TCR α- and β-chains). For each of the three clonotypes we used two nested PCR amplifications followed by a run-off reaction. Accurate size determination of the runoff products was performed with the ABI PRISM 3100 genetic analyzer and GeneScan software (Applied Biosystems). For each clone, the sensitivity of the procedure was established by diluting its cDNA in cDNA from irrelevant PBMC as previously described (11).

In the blood, frequency estimations were based on limiting dilution analysis, applying clonotypic PCR to cDNA prepared from multiple groups of 10⁵ prevaccination or 10⁴ to 2 × 10⁶ postvaccination PBMC. The frequency of each T lymphocyte clone among either CD8 or CD4 T cells was estimated from the proportion of groups tested positive by clonotypic PCR (after correction for Poisson distribution), knowing the proportion of CD8 or CD4 T cells in PBMC as measured by flow cytometry.

Measurement of clonotype frequency in tumor samples

Total RNA was extracted with the RNeasy kit (Qiagen) from tumor samples resected before and after vaccination and frozen soon after resection. One microgram was reverse transcribed using PowerScript reverse transcriptase (Clontech). The number of TCR-α transcripts of the same cDNA samples. Frequency estimations based on limiting dilution analysis were reported to the number of TCR-α transcripts.

Results

Clinical evolution

Patient LB2586 had a primary melanoma of the right foot resected in June 2000. In April 2002 a number of cutaneous metastases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Frequencies of anti-MAGE-3.A1 and anti-MAGE-C2.B44 CD8 T cells and anti-MAGE-3.DP4 CD4 T cells measured in the blood (PBMC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values correspond to frequency among CD8 or CD4 T cells, respectively. The number of CD8 or CD4 T cells analyzed to establish the frequencies are represented in parentheses.
appeared on the right leg. There was no lymph node or visceral extension. Resected lesions showed expression of the gene MAGE-A3. Starting in November 2002, the patient received nine vaccinations with 10 million autologous mature DC pulsed with the MAGE-3.A1 peptide (Fig. 1A). At that time, ~13 metastases were present on the leg. From April 2003 until July 2004 (vaccinations 10–21), the patient received a mixture of DC pulsed with the MAGE-3.A1 peptide and DC pulsed with the MAGE-3.DP4 peptide. From August 2004 until September 2007, vaccinations 22–36 consisted of DC pulsed with the MAGE-3.A1 peptide alone. During the first six vaccinations, new lesions appeared and the existing lesions progressed, albeit slowly. In January 2003, a few of the 20 lesions present began to shrink but new ones appeared until August 2003, indicating a mixed tumor response (Fig. 2). By February 2006, nine tumor nodules had regressed. The lesions that did not regress progressed slowly and were all removed by surgery. In February 2006 the patient was tumor free. In September 2007, the patient was still without evidence of disease, with an overall survival of five years after starting vaccination.

**Frequency and diversity of anti-vaccine CD8 T cells in the blood**

We examined the frequency of the anti-MAGE-3.A1 CTL in blood samples collected at various time points before and during the treatment by the MLPC approach. Groups of thawed PBMC were stimulated with the peptide under limiting dilution conditions. Two weeks later, wells containing CTL able to bind the MAGE-3.A1 tetramer were considered as positive (29). In the PBMC sample collected before vaccination, no positives were found among the 2.9 × 10^6 CD8 T cells that were tested, leading to a frequency of <3.4 × 10^{-7} (Fig. 1B). Similar very low frequencies have been observed previously in noncancerous individuals (30). After vaccination, the frequency increased steadily, reaching a value of 5.6 × 10^{-6} after nine vaccinations. Fifteen months later, after 20 vaccinations, the frequency rose up to 2.8 × 10^{-5} of CD8 cells. It remained stable after six additional vaccinations, extending over an additional year (data not shown).

To evaluate the diversity of this anti-vaccine CTL response, the sequence of the rearranged TCR-α and β genes of independent anti-MAGE-3.A1 CTL clones derived from these blood samples were determined. Of 64 CTL clones examined, a single clonotype was found (referred below as clonotype 1) (Fig. 1C). This monoclonal response was unexpected, because previous patients vaccinated with peptide-pulsed DC had shown a polyclonal response (11).

The blood frequency of clonotype 1 was also evaluated ex vivo by clonotypic PCR with primers specific for the CDR3 region of the TCR-α and -β genes of clonotype 1. The PCR was applied to cDNA derived from freshly thawed, precisely enumerated groups of PBMC sized to apply the limiting dilution principle. The frequency of CD8 T cells in PBMC was estimated by flow cytometry. In PBMC collected before vaccination, the frequency of clonotype 1 was <8.3 × 10^{-7} of CD8 cells (Fig. 1B). The frequency increased progressively to 7.5 × 10^{-6} of CD8 cells after 12 vaccinations. After nine additional vaccinations it reached 5.1 × 10^{-5}. These clonotype frequencies were in good agreement with the frequencies of all anti-MAGE-3.A1 CTL obtained by the MLPC approach described above, which validates both series of measurements.

**Frequency and diversity of anti-vaccine CD4 T cells in the blood**

We also examined whether specific CD4 T cells had been induced against the MAGE-3.DP4 Ag that was part of the vaccine from injections 10–21. These T cells were isolated from frozen PBMC...
by ex vivo MAGE-3.DP4 multimer sorting and cloning. Before adding the class II peptide to the vaccine, the frequency of the anti-MAGE-3.DP4 CD4 T cells was \(<3 \times 10^{-7}\). It increased to \(8 \times 10^{-6}\) after six vaccinations including the MAGE-3.DP4 peptide and reached \(5 \times 10^{-5}\) after five additional vaccinations (Fig. 1B). Analysis of the TCR \(\alpha\)- and \(\beta\)-chains’ diversity indicated that this CD4 T cell response was oligoclonal, with one clonotype (clonotype 2) being clearly dominant as it was present in 18 of 23 CD4 T cell clones that were obtained after vaccination 20 (Fig. 1C). The frequency of clonotype 2 in the blood was evaluated by clonotypic PCR at 2.5°C. The frequency of clonotype 2 in the blood was evaluated by CD4 T cell clones that were obtained after vaccination 20 (Fig. 1B). Among them, 10 recognized the same MAGE-C2 response to the patient’s alleles together with the cDNA obtained from a set of genes known to encode tumor Ags. One of these CTL clones (clonotype F) recognized a melanocytic differentiation Ag encoded by TRP2/DCT and presented by HLA-Cw*0202, but the epitope was not further characterized due to the very poor growth of the CTL clone. The other three remained unidentified. Four CTL clones were derived from independent microcultures of CD8 T cells collected after six vaccinations. Two of them had the same clonotype, referred to below as clonotype A, which was found to recognize an epitope encoded by the cancer-germline gene MAGE-C2 and presented by HLA-B*4403, SESIKKKVL (26).

The MLPC-tetramer approach could not be used to determine the blood frequency of this anti-MAGE-C2,B44 CTL A because the appropriate tetramer could not be produced. Therefore, we resorted to clonotypic PCR amplifications of the \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\)-chains of the TCR of CTL A. Before vaccination, clonotype A frequency was \(<8.3 \times 10^{-7}\) of CD8 T cells (Fig. 1B and Table I). Three months after the onset of vaccinations that frequency was raised to \(1.5 \times 10^{-5}\) and five months later to \(4.2 \times 10^{-5}\).

We checked that the absence of an anti-MAGE-C2 response before vaccination was not due to the absence of expression of MAGE-C2 in the tumor. The metastases collected before and after vaccination expressed both MAGE-A3 and MAGE-C2 (Table III).

Contrasting frequencies of anti-tumor and anti-vaccine T cells in metastases

At three different time points in the course of the vaccination, surgically resected progressing lesions were used to prepare a single cell suspension and obtain TIL. After cloning these TIL and checking their tumor reactivity we set out to identify their target Ag specificity and their TCR sequences. Eighteen clones were isolated (Fig. 3A). Among them, 10 recognized the same MAGE-C2,B44 epitope: eight clones belonged to clonotype A and two additional clones had a different TCR. The target of the eight remaining clones (of seven different clonotypes) could not be identified.

To get more insight into the frequency of selected T cell clones within tumors, RT-PCR-based approaches were used starting from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table III. Expression of cancer-germline and melanocytic differentiation genes in tumor samples from patient LB2586</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Before Vaccination</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutaneous Metastases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGE-A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGE-A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGE-A4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGE-A10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGE-C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAGE-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY-ESO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA17-A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyrosinase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melan-A&lt;sup&gt;MART-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gp100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cutaneous metastases were resected in August 2002 (before vaccination, A and B) and in October 2003 (after vaccination). Cell cultures were derived from cutaneous metastases resected in June 2003 (LB2586-MEL.B) and October 2004 (LB2586-MEL.G). Gene expression levels were evaluated semiquantitatively using the intensity of the bands obtained by separating PCR products in agarose gel. The results are expressed as +++, ++, +, or (+) if the amount of the PCR-amplified product is equal or greater than that obtained with 1/1, 1/3, 1/9, and 1/27 dilutions of the reference RNA used for each gene. Lower levels of expression are scored negative. Reference RNA is extracted from tumor cell lines expressing the relevant genes.
frozen fragments of three slowly progressing metastases resected in the course of the vaccinations (Fig. 3B). RNA was extracted from the frozen tumor fragments and reverse transcribed with an oligo(dT) primer in the presence of the SMART II oligonucleotide. The number of cDNA coding for TCR β-chains was estimated by quantitative PCR with Cβ primers. From each metastasis, seven aliquots of the cDNA corresponding to ~50 Cβ molecules were amplified by PCR before TCR-β screening. We examined the frequency of the Vβ-chain of anti-MAGE-C2.B44 clonotype A amplified with a primer corresponding to the appropriate V819 chain and a Cβ primer. Sequencing of the products indicated that clonotype A was found in many cDNA groups obtained from the three postvaccination metastases. Its frequency was estimated near to 1% of the TCR-β sequences (Fig. 3B and Table II). This frequency is ~1,000 times higher than the frequency of clonotype A in the blood, suggesting a considerable enrichment of this CTL in the tumor. The analysis of the groups of cDNA amplified with primers corresponding to other Vβ-chains revealed that a total of 10 clonotypes were found at a frequency near to 1%, suggesting that several other anti-tumor T cells clones are considerably enriched in the tumor relative to the blood.

We also examined the presence of the TCR β-chain of the anti-MAGE-3.A1 (clonotype 1) and the anti-MAGE-3.DP4 (clonotype 2) T cell clone in the three postvaccination metastases. To this end, the clonotypic PCR were applied on groups of larger aliquots (2 × 10^{-10} 10) of TCR-β transcripts. As shown in Fig. 3B and Table II, the frequency reached 6.7 × 10^{-5} and 1.4 × 10^{-5}, respectively, indicating little or no enrichment relative to the blood. The frequencies of these β-chains provide a maximum estimate of the presence of clonotype 1 and 2, as only the β-chain mRNA was assessed. Indeed, the coexistence of T lymphocytes expressing an identical β-chain but a different α-chain cannot be excluded, especially when considering low frequencies. This also applies to the very low frequencies of the β-chains of clonotypes 1, 2, and A observed in a prevaccination metastasis. These data strongly suggest that clonotypes 1, 2, and A were not involved in an anti-tumor response before vaccination.

**Discussion**

Patient LB2586 with a relapsing melanoma was vaccinated with autologous monocyte-derived mature DC pulsed with two MAGE-A3 peptides presented by HLA-A1 and HLA-DP4. The patient experienced a mixed clinical response with some skin metastases regressing while others were progressing, albeit at a relatively slow rate. Progressing metastases were surgically removed. In September 2007, the patient was still alive and disease-free nearly 5 years after the start of the treatment. We analyzed the T cell response of this patient, comparing the frequencies of T cells in the blood and at the tumor sites. We observed that: 1) CTL directed against tumor Ags were already present before vaccination at frequencies >10^{-4} among CD8 T cells; 2) upon vaccination, anti-MAGE-3.A1 CD8 T cells and anti-MAGE-3.DP4 CD4 T cells appeared at a low frequency, not exceeding 5 × 10^{-5} in the blood and showing little or no enrichment at tumor sites; and 3) the vaccination was associated with the activation of a new anti-tumor clonotype directed against a MAGE-C2 Ag (clonotype A), and these anti-tumor T cells were enriched ~1,000-fold at tumor sites relative to the blood.

Our observations strikingly resemble those presented earlier by our laboratory, analyzing the T cell response of melanoma patient EB81 who was vaccinated with a recombinant ALVAC-MAGE-A3.A1 virus and who experienced a nearly complete regression (13). Similarities relate to the existence of an anti-tumor response already present before vaccination, to the weakness of the
anti-vaccine response, and to the contrasting burst of an anti-tumor CTL response that is highly concentrated at tumor sites and again remarkably focused on Ags derived from MAGE-C2.

The fact that anti-MAGE-C2 CTL (clonotype A) was found at tumor sites that were classified as slowly progressing but not regressing may cast some doubt on the ability of this new wave of CTL to destroy tumor cells. However, in patient EB81 new waves of anti-tumor CTL were observed in regressing as well as progressing metastases. These observations suggest that the clinical classification of tumor lesions between progressing, stable, or regressing metastasis is a simplification that does not consider the heterogeneity within each tumor site. One could hypothesize that anti-tumor CTL recognize and eliminate tumor cells not only in regressing but also in progressing lesions, although in a lower proportion in the latter.

In the present study, patient LB2586 was first vaccinated with a class I MAGE-3.A1 Ag. After nine vaccinations, the patient received an additional class II MAGE-3.DP4 Ag. The T cell response against the class II epitope was of the same order of magnitude as the T cell response against the class I epitope in the blood and did not concentrate in the tumor either. There is no indication that the addition of the class II peptide influenced the course of events, as tumor regressions and the emergence of anti-MAGE-C2.B44 clonotype A were initiated before the addition of the class II peptide.

Taken together, the data related to the response of patient LB2586 support the scenario proposed after the analysis of the response of patient EB81: anti-vaccine T cells are not numerous enough to be the effectors able to destroy the tumor mass but somehow they trigger the massive production of anti-tumor T cells potentially able to proceed to tumor eradication (13, 31). We are presently investigating whether or not this process occurred in patients who did not respond to vaccination.

The occurrence of T cell responses directed against other antigenic determinants than those targeted by a vaccine or by adoptive T cell transfer is a phenomenon commonly referred to as epitope spreading. The classical example was experimental encephalomyelitis, where priming mice with one myelin antigenic peptide produced not only T cells that reacted against this peptide but others that recognized different determinants of the same protein and other myelin Ags (32). Epitope spreading is presumably due to the fact that the recognition of one Ag on a target cell by T cells generates conditions such as cytokine release and target cell destruction that facilitate the presentation of other Ags present on the target cells. This mechanism was probably the basis for the observation that tum− variants, i.e., immunogenic variants obtained from mouse tumors, could trigger a T cell response against a tumor Ag of the original tumor even though this tumor was absolutely nonimmunogenic (33). More recently, Markievicz et al. (34) observed that the immunization of mice against epitope P1A of mastocytoma P815, followed by rejection of a P1A− tumor, subsequently yielded CTL activity against epitope P1E and protection against a P1A/P1E variant tumor. Lally et al. (35) documented the surfacing of the immune reactivity of circulating lymphocytes toward an epitope of the MAGE-12 gene after the vaccination of a melanoma patient with a gp100 epitope that resulted in a temporary regression of a single metastasis. Determinant spreading was suggested by Butterfield et al. to be associated with clinical response (36, 37). In one patient vaccinated with DC pulsed with a MART-1/Melan-A epitope who showed a complete response, they observed in an ELISPOT assay an increase in the frequency of T cells directed against gp100 and tyrosinase, but this increase was <4-fold. Vignard et al. (38) observed that after the adoptive transfer of tumor-reactive Melan-A-specific CTL new expanded clono-

types appeared, suggesting that infused CTL clones may have initiated an anti-tumor response resulting in the expansion of a Melan-A-specific repertoire.

Our data are in line with the concept of epitope spreading. But they go beyond it, as the response against the vaccine Ag remains small and triggers a burst of T cells that are directed against other tumor Ags and that accumulate at tumor sites. In this scenario, the magnitude of the T cell response against the vaccine is not the limiting factor of therapeutic anti-cancer vaccination. The limiting factors may be the ability of the anti-vaccine T cells to reach the tumor and their ability to initiate some tumor cell killing despite the immunosuppressive environment of the tumor, or the capacity of this killing to overcome the local immunosuppression and trigger a massive response against other tumor Ags.

Because of pioneering work conducted on the immunotherapy of patients with metastatic melanoma, it is clearly established that tumor sites are infiltrated by TIL (39). However, tumors progress under those circumstances, suggesting that tumor resistance downstream from T cell priming is at play. Many mechanisms may be involved, i.e., the activity of nutrient-catabolizing enzymes such as IDO or arginase, the expression of inhibitory ligands such as PD-L1, and the influence of CD4+CD25+ regulatory T cells (40).

Understanding how, in some cases, anti-vaccine T cells are able to reverse such immunosuppressive processes so as to either restore the functionality of preexisting CTL clones or prime new clones may be the major challenge of immunotherapy.
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